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ARRANGED AROUND YOUR NEEDS

With a flexible collection of freestanding and attachable 
chairs and tables, Riley reception furniture allows you to 
create the welcoming area that perfectly suits your space 
and supports your guests. The linear, streamlined design 
accommodates any environment and complements any 
aesthetic. With a bariatric chair designed to support up  
to 500 lbs. and a variety of finishes and fabric options,  
Riley is an adaptable solution that is a welcome addition  
to any space.

ARM DESIGN
The graceful double-arched arm design 
adds a touch of style to your welcoming 
space, while providing added comfort 
and upper body support.

FINISH SELECTIONS
Choose from hundreds of HON textiles 
for the upholstered seat and back, and 
select one of seven rich finishes for the 
solid hardwood frame.

Bourbon Cherry

Shaker Cherry Mahogany

Natural Maple Harvest

STAND ALONE GUEST CHAIR
23"W x 241⁄4"D x 331⁄4"H

STAND ALONE BARIATRIC CHAIR 
34"W x 261⁄2"D x 331⁄2"H

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
Plan your seating arrangement around your needs and existing 
architecture with a combination of straight rows of seating, 
stand-alone chairs, and corner and center tables.

SINGLE ENDLINE GANGING CHAIR 
211⁄2"W x 241⁄4"D x 331⁄4"H

TWO-SEAT GANGED UNIT WITH CENTER TABLE 
683⁄4"W x 241⁄4"D x 331⁄4"H

TWO-SEAT GANGED UNIT WITH CORNER TABLE 
51"W x 51"D x 331⁄4"H

FOUR-SEAT GANGED UNIT 
871⁄2"W x 241⁄2"D x 331⁄4"H

TABLE OPTIONS
Riley chairs can be connected in-line  
with a table between them, or arranged 
in an L-configuration by connecting to 
a corner table.

IN-LINE CORNER


